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Poetry by DANIEL EAST  

 

In lands where my icons stand without my aid or design 
 

Great capital this Kathmandu, 

amidships as wide as the white sun at nine can reach. 

Ragged hens roman candle between the pastel dumptrucks, 

flies like spitballs slapping your neck, horns and drums, 

sandalwood and shit – crows attend the trash with dirt collars. 

Through streets too tight for downpour by paleness I go marked – 

afraid to meet the eyes of hungry men, another sacred cow  

to be chased from temples and in refuse stumble and sleep.  

 

Taking coffee in the hotel lobby I play gin rummy with the owner. 

He wins every hand, discusses Perth and Sydney, 

greets each guest by name, barks for my refill 

and like a bucket line I watch the cup passed, 

each aproned man with his eyes raised a little higher. 

Two hours later by the bamboo scaffolding of Tana Deval  

I watch a man clipped by a bike  

hold his shredded fingers above the crushing crowd. 

 

    Kathmandu: 

women sink dripping buckets below the street; white catfish loll in filth-green  

[holy water; 

black broadband cables writhe from slums slumped drunken with tenants;  

market stalls of jade and brass and marble, a rainbow of shirts and pashminas. 

Walking to the tour bus I pass four lean dogs sleeping, 

rotten, folded rupees like spiders in their fists. 

 

In a Tibetan kitchen a local academic asks for an interview. 

Collared shirt rolled at the elbows he asks my place of origin,  

how peace in this world is reached. Insists I buy a magazine. 



The hustle over, he heads for another table 

where a septum-pierced Irishman tells him they've met before. 

I eat kidney-bean burritos and a trumpet solo drifts  

from a jazz club next door. 

 

      Kathmandu:  

Children play upstream of burning funeral pyres 

naked to the waist, carved wooden boys diving in the clay-coloured river. 

Blood like cream clots in gutters, sleeping mongrels tied to rusted rollers, 

shaved flanks of marigold pork in open air display, a shorn goat's head 

tongue hanging half severed by the killing blow. 

 
 


